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The paper considers multistack pushdown automata with several strategies
on the use of stacks, similar to the strategies of cooperation in grammar
systems. As was to be expected, the accepting capacity of all nondeterministic
variants equals the power of Turing machines. Also, all strategies in the
deterministic case are equivalent. Moreover, one shows that they accept a
large class of nonrecursive languages.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, in computer science, in molecular biology, in cognitive psychology
and in many other related fields we have more and more to deal with complex tasks
done by a set of processors, molecules, etc. which are working together in a well-
defined strategy. As practical materializations of this idea we mention parallel
computers, computer nets, distributed data basis, and distributed knowledge
sources.
In the problem solving theory appear many models based on cooperation and
communication among agents [3, 10]. The formal language theory has been
involved in most of these circumstances, e.g. for modelling aspects whose essence
can be captured at the level of abstract symbol systems.
In this context a relatively new concept has appeared: to consider systems of
grammars working together, in turn, on the same string. The study of cooperating
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distributed grammar systems started in [7], motivated by the study of two-level
substitution grammars but, the past years have witnessed more and more increased
interest in developing new strategies of cooperation: maximal competence strategy
[1], hybrid systems [8], dynamical activation of the components [6], teams [5].
A rather intensive study of cooperating grammar systems has been started after
relating them with artificial intelligence notions, such as the blackboard models in
problem solving [3, 10]. The monograph [2] is dedicated to this subject.
For reasons unknown to us, no cooperating mechanism for recognizing has been
considered so far, despite that we are practically dealing more with accepting pro-
cesses, instead of generating ones. This is not the goal of the present paper;
however, this paper may be viewed as an attempt to fill a part of this gap. More
precisely, we consider deterministic and nondeterministic variants of multistack
pushdown automata whose stacks cooperate under similar strategies to those in the
grammar systems area.
The paper is organized as follows: the next section gives the basic definitions and
specifies the terminology. Further on, a comparison between the different accepting
modes is done, for both variants of multistack pushdown automata. The last
section presents some results concerning the accepting capacity of these devices.
Some open problems are also formulated.
2. BASIC DEFINITION
We shall assume the reader is familiar with the fundamental concepts of formal
language theory and automata theory, particularly the notions of grammars and
pushdown automata [4].
An alphabet is always a finite set of letters. The set of all words over an alphabet
V is denoted by V*. The empty word is written *; moreover, V+=V*&[*]. For
a finite set A we denote by card(A) the cardinality of A.
We proceed now towards the main definition of our paper, namely the concept
of a multistack pushdown automaton.
An n-stack pushdown automaton (n&SPA for short) is a construct
A=(Q, V, 2, ( f1 , Z1), ( f2 , Z2), ..., ( fn , Zn), q0 , F )
where
Q is a finite set whose elements are the states of the automaton,
V is the input alphabet,
2 is the pushdown alphabet,
Zi , 1in, are pushdown symbols,
q0 is the initial state of the automaton,
FQ is the set of final states,
fi , 1in, are mappings defined as
fi : Q_V _ [*]_2  2Q_2*.
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Using the same notations, an n&SPA without final states is a construct,
A=(Q, V, 2, ( f1 , Z1), ( f2 , Z2), ..., ( fn , Zn), q0).
A picturesque way of viewing this mechanism might be to imagine stacks ‘‘sitting
around’’ a tape on which a word is placed. A central unit has a reading head that
can scan every cell of the tape, from the left to the right, and another mobil head
which can read, in turn, the top of each stack. Following predefined rules, a stack
becomes active (the mobil head of the central unit is reading its top) and starts to
accept the remaining word on the tape. The stack remains active until it is disabled
in accordance with a protocol.
By a configuration of an n&SPA (with or without final states) as above, we
mean an n+2-tuple
(q, x, :1 , :2 , ..., :n),
where
q is the current state of the central unit,
x is the remaining part of the input word which has not been read yet
:i is the content of the ith stack.
One step move of A using the stack i, 1in, is represented by a binary
relation |&i on configurations defined by
(q, aw, :1 , a2 , ..., :i&1 , A:i , :i+1 , ..., :n) |&i ( p, w, :1 , :2 , ..., :i&1 , ;:i , : i+1 , ..., :n)
iff
( p, ;) # fi (q, a, A), a # V _ [*].
We naturally extend the relation |&i to the relation |&
k
i , k0, representing a
move consisting of k steps:
(q, w, :1 , :2 , ..., :n) |&ki ( p, x, :1 , :2 , ..., :i&1 , ;, : i+1 , ..., :n)
iff there are the symbols a1 , a2 , ..., ak # V _ [*], the strings ;1 , ;2 , ..., ;k+1 # 2*,
and the states p1 , p2 , ..., pk+1 , such that
w=a1a2 } } } akx, ;1=:i , ;k+1=;, p1=q, pk+1= p,
and
( pj , ajaj+1 } } } ak x, :1 , :2 , ..., :i&1 , ;j , :i+1 , ..., :n)
|&i ( pj+1 , aj+1 } } } ak x, :1 , :2 , ..., :i&1 , ;j+1 , : i+1 , ..., :n)
for any 1 jk.
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The moves consisting of at least k and at most k steps are denoted by |&ki and
|&ki , respectively. Moreover, a move involving the stack i that lasts as long as it
is possible is denoted by |&ti . Put
M=[t] _ .
k1
[k, k, k].
The accepted language in the r-mode, r # M, by the automaton A is
L(A, r)=[x # V* | (q0 , x, Z1 , Z2 , ..., Zn) |&ri1 (q1 , x1 , :
1
1 , :
1
2 , ..., :
1
n)
|&ri2 (q2 , x2 , :
2
1 , :
2
2 , ..., :
2
n) } } } |&
r
im
(qm , *, :m1 , :
m
2 , ..., :
m
n ), m1, qm # F].
The accepted language in the r-mode, r # M, by the automaton A, without final
states, is
L(A, r)=[x # V* | (q0 , x, Z1 , Z2 , ..., Zn) |&ri1 (q1 , x1 , :
1
1 , :
1
2 , ..., :
1
n)
|&ri2 (q2 , x2 , :
2
1 , :
2
2 , ..., :
2
n) } } } |&
r
im
(qm , *, *, *, ..., *), m1].
A configuration (q, x, :1 , :2 , ..., an) is said to be r-accessible, r # M, in the n-stack
pushdown automaton
A=(Q, V, 2, ( f1 , Z1), ( f2 , Z2), ..., ( fn , Zn), q0 , F )
iff there exists w # V* such that
(q0 , w, Z1 , Z2 , ..., Zn) |&ri1 (q1 , x1 , :
1
1 , :
1
2 , ..., :
1
n)
|&ri2 (q2 , x2 , :
2
1 , :
2
2 , ..., :
2
n) } } } |&
r
im
(q, x, :1 , :2 , ..., :n)
for some i1 , i2 , ..., im # [1, 2, ..., n].
An n-stack pushdown automaton as above is r-deterministic iff the following
three conditions hold:
(i) card( fi (q, a, A))1 for any 1in, a # V _ [*], A # 2, q # Q
(ii) if f i (q, *, A){< for some q # Q, A # 2, 1in, then fi (q, a, A)=< for
any a # V,
(iii) for any r-accesible configuration (q, x, :1 , :2 , ..., :n) there are no
1i, jn, such that fi (q, a, (1) :i) and fj (q, b, (1) :j) are simultaneously nonempty,
where :, b # [*, (1)x].
In the above definition, (1)x means the first symbol of the string x.
As one can easily infer the same terminology is valid also for n&SPA without
final states. Let us enlighten the above notions on the next example.
Example. Let us consider the two-stack pushdown automaton
A=([q0 , q1 , q2 , q3], [a, b, c], [b, c, Z1 , Z2], ( f1 , Z1), ( f2 , Z2), q0 , [q3])
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with
f1(q0 , a, Z1)=[(q0 , b)], f2(q1 , *, Z2)=[(q2 , c)],
f1(q0 , a, b)=[(q0 , bb)], f2(q1 , *, c)=[(q2 , cc)],
f1(q0 , b, b)=[(q1 , *)], f2(q2 , c, c)=[(q3 , *)]
f1(q2 , b, b)=[(q1 , *)], f2(q3 , c, c)=[(q3 , *)].
In all the other cases, the values of fi , i=1, 2, are the empty set.
One can show that L(A, r)=[anbmc p | nmp1], for any r # M&k1
[k, k]. If the set of final states is removed, then L(A, r)=[anbncn | n1], for
any r # M&k1 [k, k]. On the other hand, it is easy to notice that A is
r-deterministic for all r # M.
Denote by
L(CF ) and L(RE) the families of context-free languages and recursively
enumerable languages, respectively.
L( fSPAn , r) the family of all languages accepted by n-stack pushdown
automata working in the r-mode.
L( fDSPAn , r) the family of all languages accepted by r-deterministic n-stack
pushdown automata.
The respective classes of languages accepted by n-stack pushdown automata
(deterministic or not) without final states are denoted by cancelation of the letter f.
3. A COMPARISON OF THE ACCEPTING MODES
In this section, we are dealing with a comparison between the different accepting
modes for both variants of multistack pushdown automata. One may say, anticipating
the results which are to be presented in the sequel, that the protocol of cooperation
has no influence on the accepting capacity of multistack pushdown automata.
First, we focus our attention on the class of nondeterministic multistack push-
down automata without final states, identical results being also true for all
nondeterministic multistack pushdown utomata.
Directly from definitions it follows that
L(SPAn , 1)=L(SPAn , k)=L(SPAn , 1), k1.
Also the inclusion L(SPAn , 1)L(SPAn , k), k1, does not require a special
reasoning.
Given two integers k, n1, one can construct an n-stack pushdown automaton
such that whenever one of its stacks becomes active it remains active exactly k
steps, hence L(SPAn , 1)=L(SPAn , k), for all k1. Analogously, we can con-
struct an n-stack pushdown automaton with the property that each activated stack
remains active at least k and at most 2k&1 steps. If one wants a stack to be active
more than 2k steps, say m= pk+s steps, 0s<k, then the same stack is iteratively
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activated p&1 times, each time being disabled after k steps, followed by one more
activation for k+s steps. We conclude that L(SPAn , 1)=L(SPAn , k), k1.
Note also that each n-stack pushdown automaton working in the 1-mode can be
simulated by an (n+1)-stack pushdown automaton working in the t-mode. This
can be easily understood if one imagines that, in the latter automaton, after each
move involving the stack i, the next possible move is using the stack n+1 for one
step. Summarizing we have so far:
Theorem 1.
L(SPAn , k)=L(SPAn , k)=L(SPAn , k)L(SPAn+1 , t)
for any k1.
The proofs of the following results are rather the same for both families
L(DSPAn , r) and L( fDSPAn , r). Consequently, we shall give the proofs only for
L( fDSPAn , r). As usual the notation [ f ] means that the letter f can be either read
or ommited. However, if it is read in one hand side of a relation, it has to be read
in the other side, too.
As in the nondeterministic case, the following relations are immediate:
L([ f ] DSPAn , 1)=L([ f ] DSPAn , k)=L([ f ] DSPAn , 1), k1.
Moreover, the same argument used in the nondeterministic case is still valid for the
equality L([ f ] DSPAn , 1)=L([ f ] DSPAn , k), k1.
Lemma 1. L([ f ] DSPAn , 1)=L([ f ] DSPAn , k), k1.
Proof. It suffices to prove only the inclusion L([ f ] DSPAn , k)
L([ f ] DSPAn , 1) for a given k. To this end, let A=(Q, V, 2, ( f1 , Z1),
( f2 , Z2), ..., ( fn , Zn), q0 , F ) be an n&SPA that is k-deterministic for a given
k1. Take
A$=(Q$, V, 2, ( f $1 , Z1), ( f $2 , Z2), ..., ( f $n , Zn), q0 , F )
where
Q$=Q _ [q ji | 1in, 1 j2k&2, q # Q]
and
f $i (q, a, A)=( p1i , :) if ( p, :)= f i (q, a, A),
f $i (q ji , a, A)=( p
j+1
i , :) if ( p, :)= f i (q, a, A), 1 j2k&3,
f $i (q2k&2i , a, A)=( p
k
i , :) if ( p, :)= f i (q, a, A)
for any a # V _ [*], q # Q, A # 2, such that fi (q, a, A){< and
f $i (q ji , *, A)=(q, A) iff fi (q, *, A)= f i (q, a, A)=<; jk.
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It is easy to notice that a stack is active at least k steps. After k steps, it is dis-
abled only when the transition mapping is not defined; hence, accordingly with the
last condition from the definition of deterministic automata, another stack is to
become active. Consequently, L(A, k)=L(A$, 1) and the proof is over. K
Theorem 2. For any n, k1,
L([ f ] DSPAn , k)=L([ f ] DSPAn , k)
=L([ f ] DSPAn , k)=L([ f ] DSPAn , t).
Proof. Note that any 1-deterministic multistack pushdown automaton is also
t-deterministic. For each t-deterministic n-stack pushdown automaton can be
simulated by an 1-deterministic n&SPA by using distinct states for each stack, the
proof is complete. K
4. THE ACCEPTING CAPACITY
In the nondeterministic case, all strategies lead to the same accepting power that
is the accepting power of Turing machines. This result does not surprise us because
it is well known that two-stack pushdown automata recognize all recursively
enumerable languages [4] and a move in a two-stack pushdown automaton can be
simulated by two moves, each of them consisting of just one step, in a two-stack
pushdown automaton working in the 1-mode.
Because one can effectively pass from a two-stack pushdown automaton, working
in the r-mode, r # M, to an equivalent two-stack pushdown automaton without
final states, working in the same r-mode, and vice versa, one may state:
Theorem 3. For any r # M, the following relations hold:
1. L(SPA1 , r)=L( fSPA1 , r)=L(CF ).
2. L(SPAn , r)=L( fSPAn , r)=L(RE ), n2.
In the sequel, we investigate the accepting capacity of the deterministic variants.
In the next theorem, L(SDCFL) and L(DCFL) identify the classes of strict deter-
ministic and deterministic context-free languages, respectively. Remember that a
context-free language is deterministic if it is accepted by a deterministic pushdown
automaton by final states, whereas it is strict deterministic if it is accepted by a
deterministic pushdown automaton by empty stack. For supplementary details we
refer to [4].
Theorem 4. For any r # M the following relations hold:
1. L(SDCFL)=L(DSPA1 , r)/L(DSPAn , r), n2.
2. L(DCFL)=L( fDSPA1 , r)/L( fDSPAn , r), n2.
Proof. The equalities L(SDCFL)=L(DSPAn , r) and L(DCFL)=
L( fDSPA1 , r) are obvious. The strict inclusions L(SDCFL)/L(DSPAn , r) and
L(DCFL)/L( fDSPAn(r) for all n2 follow from the example given at the end
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of the second section and the inclusions L([ f ] DSPAn , r)L([ f ] DSPAn+1 , r),
whose plain proof is left to the reader. K
Theorem 5. For all n2 and r # M,
L( fDSPAn , r)&L(DSPAn , r){<.
Proof. Let us consider the multistack pushdown automaton
A(Q, [a, b], 2, ( f1 , Z1), ( f2 , Z2), q0 , [s1 , s3]),
where
Q=[q0 , q1 , p1 , s1 , s2 , s3], F=[s1 , s3],
V=[a, b], 2=[a, b, Z1 , Z2],
f1(q0 , a, Z1)=(q0 , Z1), f2( p1 , *, Z2)=(q1 , bZ2),
f1(q0 , a, Z1)=(q0 , aZ1), f2( p1 , *, b)=(q1 , bb),
f1(q0 , a, a)=(q0 , aa), f2(s1 , b, b)=(s2 , *),
f1(q0 , b, a)=( p1 , *), f2(s2 , b, b)=(s2 , *),
f1(q1 , b, a)=( p1 , *), f2(s2 , b, Z2)=(s3 , *),
f1(q1 , b, Z1)=(s1 , *).
As we can see, this automaton is 1-deterministic. It is easy to notice that when-
ever the state s1 is reached only words of the form anbn are accepted, whereas if the
last transition gets the state s3 , only words of the form anb2n are accepted.
In conclusion,
L(A, r)=[anbn | n1] _ [anb2n | n1], r # M.
On the other hand, it is clear that each language in L(DSPAn , r) is prefix-free
for all n1, r # M. Indeed, let x be a string accepted by an 1-deterministic multi-
stack pushdown automaton without final states and assume that xy, y{*, is also
accepted. This means that all stacks are empty while on the input tape y is not read
yet. Hence, y cannot be read any more.
As one can easily see, the language [anbn | n1] _ [anb2n | n1] is not prefix-
free which concludes the proof. K
Despite the above limitation for the class L(DSPAn , r), this family is still large
enough, as we shall prove in the sequel.
In [9] the uniquely parsable grammars are introduced and it is shown that the
strings accepted by such grammars are parsed without backtracking, especially by
a leftmost reduction. We first give some definitions.
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A uniquely parsable grammar is an object
G=(N, T, S, P, 8),
where
v N and T are the sets of nonterminal and terminal symbols, respectively,
v P is a finite set of (accepting) rewriting rules of the forms:
:  ;, 8:  8;, :8  ;8, 8:8  8;8, 88  8A8,
with A # N, :, ; # (N _ T )+, and ; contains at least one nonterminal.
v S # N is the goal symbol,
v 8  N _ T, is a special end-marker.
Furthermore, all rules in P satisfy the following UP-conditions:
1. The left-hand side of each rule in P is neither S, 8S, S8, nor 8S8.
2. For any two rules :i  ;i # P, i=1, 2, the following hold:
(a) If :1=:$1 $ and :2=$:$2 for some $, :$1 , :$2 # (N _ T _ [8])+, then
;1=;$1 $ and ;2=$;$2 for some ;1 , ;2 # (N _ T _ [8])*.
(b) If :1=#:2#$, for some #, #$ # (N _ T _ [8])*, then ;1=;2 and
#=#$=*.
Let G be a uniquely parsable grammar as above. The relation of direct reduction
denoted by OG is defined as usual, namely x OG y iff x=x1:x2 , y=x1;x2 , and
:  ; # P. An arbitrary reduction is denoted by O*G . The language L(G) accepted
by G is defined by L(G)=[w # T* | 8w8 O*G 8S8].
A direct reduction for a string that is made as far to the left as possible is called
direct leftmost reduction. The direct leftmost reduction from x to y in Gi is denoted
by x=>>G y. Formally, x=>>G y iff x=x1:x2 , y=x1;x2 , :  ; # P, and for any
:$ # dom(P) and any decomposition x=x$1:$x$2 we have |x1 |<|x$1 |. In [9] it was
shown that
Theorem 6. Let G=(N, T, S, P, 8) be a uniquely parsable grammar.
1. If 8x8 O*G 8S8 and 8x8 OG 8y8, then, 8y8 O*G 8S8.
2. If x O*G 8S8, then x=>>*G 8S8.
3. The class of languages accepted by uniquely parsable grammars equals the
class of recursively enumerable languages.
We are ready now to prove the next result regarding the accepting power of
pushdown automata systems without final states.
Theorem 7. For every recursively enumerable language L the language 8L8
belongs to the family L(DSPA2 , t).
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Proof. Let G=(N, T, S, P, 8) be a uniquely parsable grammar that accepts L.
Define
l=max(3, max[ |:|: :  ; # P]).
We construct a deterministic two-stack pushdown automaton as
A(Q, T, 2, ( f1 , Z1), ( f2 , Z2), q0),
where
Q=[q0] _ [q(x) | x # (N _ T _ [8])*, |x|l]
_ [r] _ [rA | A # N _ T _ [8]]
_ [[q(x) , A] | x # (N _ T _ [8])+, |x|=l, A # N _ T _ [8]],
2=N _ T _ [8] _ [Z1 , Z2],
and
f1(q0 , 8, Z0)=(q0 , 8),
f1(q0 , a, A)=(q0 , aA), A # 2, a # T,
f1(q0 , 8, a)=(q() , 8a), a # T,
f1(q(x) , *, A)
(q(xA) , *), if Sub(xA) & dom(P)=< and |x|<l
={[q( yA) , B], *), if Sub(xA) & dom(P)=< and |x|=l, x=By(r, x1;x2), if xA=x1:x2 ; :  ; # P.
In the above relations A # 2, Sub(x) means the set of all subwords of x, and
dom(P)=[:| there is some ; such that :  ; # P];
f1(rA , *, B)=(r, AB), B # 2,
f2([q(x) , B], *, A)=(q(x) , BA), A # 2,
f2(r, *, A)=(rA , *), A # 2,
f2(r, *, Z2)=(q( ) , Z2),
f2(q(8S8) , *, Z2)=(q(8s8) , *).
The equality L(A, t)=8L8 is a consequence of Theorem 6. K
We finish by pointing out some open problems which are quite natural:
1. Are the hierarchies L([ f ] DSPAn , r)L([ f ] DSPAn+1 , r) infinite?
2. Which is the relation between the family of context-free languages and the
families L( fDSPAn , r), n2, r # M?
3. Do the inclusions L(DSPAn , r)/L( fDSPAn , r) hold for any r # M?
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